
Sports functionality and textile ambience for your
indoor tennis hall

The only manufacturer to offer a 

FULL RANGE OF SERVICES 

TENNIS COURT CARPETS
Production and Installation



Market leader - Schöpp-Sportboden GmbH

For over 20 years, Schöpp-Sportboden (sports surfaces) has do-

minated the development of textile indoor tennis court surfaces in

Europe. Our granule-filled loop carpets (Slide and Winner), the

dust-free extrusion granules (Perfect Glide), the recyclable and

highly cushioned polymer backings and the new coarse-fibre floor

covering (ProBounce and Champion) have revolutionized the mar-

ket and cannot be offered by any other producer. This is the reason

why Schöpp-Sportboden and its partners install over 200 tennis

courts in Europe every year.

The construction formula for Schöpp 
tennis court carpet:
A rough and firm carpet surface, combined with a 
comfortable backing

The rough and firm carpet surface is essential for a clean, high

ball bounce

Possible construction features are:

- A pronounced surface structure

- A high stitch density – up to 300.000 / qm 

- A coarse fibre – up to 200 dtex/filament 

Only an elastic backing offers durable cushioning and comfort

For the elastic backing, we have used a high-quality polyester elastic fleece for over 15 years. 

This backing technology has been continuously developed. Because it is free of filling material, it combines recyclability

with good comfort and excellent ball bounce properties.

Polymer backing - a pioneering coating technology

With the classic latex coating, the fixation of the pile and the backing is achieved by means of a latex dispersion with a

substantial quantity of chalk infill. 

However, in the case of polymer backings, far better fixation can be achieved by means of a hot melt polymer with much

lower energy consumption. The carpet is free of filling material und is therefore about 40% lighter than a normal carpet.

This court carpet consists of only plastic polymers and can be recycled at the end of the product’s life cycle via the ap-

propriate recycling process:

• Sustainable use of the crude oil based polyamide raw material

• Excellent fixation of the pile and edge retention, improving the durability of the tennis carpet

• Highly-elastic polymer backing with no filling material.

• Elastic fleece (non-woven)



Tennis flooring and its characteristics

Schöpp®-ProBounce Schöpp®-Champion Schöpp®-Allround Schöpp®-Winner

Standard Comfort Standard Comfort Standard Comfort Standard Comfort

Type of covering Coarse fibre velour Coarse fibre comfort velour Structured velour Structure loops

Textile Hardcourt Option: granule infill Option: granule infill Granule covering infill

Backing Woven Elastic non-woven Woven Elastic non-woven Woven Elastic non-woven Woven Elastic non-woven

Lines White, inserted of same material

Added infill none Optional: 400 g/qm Optional: 150 g/qm 300 g/qm

granule PG

Tennis shoes Players are free to choose shoe type

Recommendation Flat sole, no tread Sole with tread

Yarn material 100 % polyamide - 100 % polyamide - 100 % polyamide -

4800 dtex with 24 filaments 3200 dtex with 16 filaments 2660 dtex with 84 filaments

Yarn weight 850 g/qm 850 g/qm 1000 / 1250 / 1400 g/qm 1000 / 1200 g/qm

Stitch density 125.000 N/qm 130.000 N/qm 256.000 / 280.000 / 300.000 N/qm 256.000 / 280.000 N/qm

Pile height, approx. 4,0 mm 6,0 mm 6,0 mm 5,0 mm

Total height 6,0 mm 8,0 mm 8,0 mm 10,0 mm 8,0 mm 10,0 mm 7,0 mm 9,0 mm

Carpet width 370 cm – i.e. no seam in the middle of court, which is be most heavily stressed area of the court!!!

Colours Two-colours, in accordance with customer's wishes

With a width of 370cm, three lengths of carpet form the total width of the court of 10.97m. This results in two seams within

the court as well as beyond the base line that do not lie in the centre of the court, i.e. the most stressed playing area. This

means that the seams are exposed to less impact from play than with a carpet width of 408 cm, where the seam is exactly

in the middle of the most stressed area. The lines are made of the same materials and are precisely fitted in accordance

with international guidelines. The base lines are 7cm wide.

Advantages of  a carpet width of  370 cm



classic velour
32 dtex filament strength 

Coarse fibre velour 
200 dtex filament strength 

SCHÖPP®-ProBounce: Coarse fibre velour

Well into the 1990s, the market for performance-oriented tennis

surfaces was dominated by the classic, smooth velour carpet as

well as the professional hardcourt. It was manufactured using a

special tennis fibre with a filament strength of 30-40 dtex (fibre

cross section). 

The continual development of rackets over the last 20 years has

fundamentally changed the game of tennis. The latest develop-

ments in rackets have made it possible for even amateur players

to hit the ball at high speeds. Today’s playing surfaces must pro-

vide greater deceleration of the ball and allow it to bounce higher.

Because of the changing demands on tennis playing surfaces, the

very fast classic velour has almost completely disappeared from

the market in most countries.

On the other hand, an unstructured, unfilled playing surface is the

preferred choice for performance oriented tennis players. Schöpp

Sportboden’s latest product – a very coarse fibre velour surface

with a single filament strength of 200 dtex – was developed

with exactly these clients in mind. Our new course fibre velour is

the successful answer to the changes in playing conditions and

combines the professional characteristics of a hardcourt with the

advantages of a textile tennis court surface, rightly earning it the

description “textile hardcourt”.

• elegant, unstructured surface

• professional characteristics

• perfect, high ball bounce

• genuine response to slice and top spin

• the Comfort option offers good cushioning with elastic 

fleece polymer coating

• absorption qualities result in pleasant noise levels

SCHÖPP®- ProBounce Standard /
SCHÖPP®- ProBounce Comfort

The standard version, with its classic woven backing, is particu-

larly suitable for performance oriented players. In contrast, the

ProBounce Comfort option is also suitable for amateur players

who also demand greater comfort, making it a successful sym-

biosis of ball bounce and cushioned playing surface

SCHÖPP®- ProBounce 



SCHÖPP®-Champion: Coarse fibre comfort velour with optional granule infill

The SCHÖPP®-Champion – just like the SCHÖPP®-Pro-

Bounce –  is manufactured using a particularly coarse po-

lyamide fibre with a single filament strength of 200 dtex.

Due to its greater pile height and a lower stitch density, the

playing surface is less aggressive than that of a ‘textile

hardcourt’.

The cushioned SCHÖPP®-Champion is therefore prima-

rily aimed at hobby and club players. The ball bounce is

slower, similar to a clay court. Top spin and slice bounce

are slightly moderated. Thanks to the very robust surface

construction, tennis shoe soles can have a tread or pro-

file, even without a granule infill. 

With the optional Perfect Glide (extrusion granules) in-

fill of 400g/qm, the SCHÖPP®-Champion resembles

the sliding surfaces of needle-punch velour carpets. 

Over the last few decades, needle-punch velour carpets

with granule infill were wide spread and well proven pro-

ducts. These carpets were made of 100% polypropylene

fibres. It is now possible to imitate this proven system on

a much higher quality level and manufacture a very robust

a n d comfortable tufted polyamide surface.

SCHÖPP®-Champion Standard /
SCHÖPP®- Champion Comfort

The SCHÖPP®-Champion also comes with the option of

a standard woven backing or with an elastic fleece polymer

coating. Because of the changing demands on tennis play-

ing surfaces, we recommend that you choose the Comfort

option to guarantee long-lasting playing comfort over the

whole of the product’s life cycle.

Standard
Woven

Comfort
Elastic non-woven

SCHÖPP®-Champion 



SCHÖPP®- Allround: A structured velour that can do it all

Since 1994, the Schöpp®-Allround structured velour carpet

has been installed on over 2,000 courts. It can be played

on with or without our Perfect-Glide extrusion granule infill.

We recommend tennis shoes without a tread or profile.

Due to its versatility and its very ‘honest’ ball bounce cha-

racteristics, it is equally suitable for all categories of play-

ers.

From 1994 to 1998, this carpet was manufactured with a

yarn weight of 750g/qm. Since then, a yarn weight of

1,000g/m2 has become standard. If requested, it can be

increased to 1,250 or 1,400g/qm, which makes the pro-

duct’s surface even denser and more durable. It is impor-

tant to note that a higher yarn weight leads to a higher pile

density of up to 300,000 stitches/qm but leads only to a

slight increase in pile height, which would negatively im-

pact the product’s ball bounce qualities.

However, a higher yarn weight is in no way a replace-

ment for our (non-filled) elastic polymer coating.

We therefore recommend our tried and tested product

Schöpp®-Allround 1000 with an elastic fleece polymer

coating.

SCHÖPP®- Allround Standard

The standard version with its classic woven backing is the

tennis court surface with the lowest investment costs. It has

a very high-quality, dense carpet construction, and is the

preferred choice of more ambitious players, with less em-

phasis on a comfortable, cushioned playing surface that is

gentle on the joints.

SCHÖPP®- Allround Comfort

The comfort product version has an elastic polymer bak-

king and combines excellent, joint-friendly cushioning cha-

racteristics with very a pleasant ball bounce. A test game

on this generation of carpet will have you convinced!

SCHÖPP®-Allround 

Standard
Woven

Comfort
Elastic non-woven



SCHÖPP®- Winner: Structured loop surface with granule infill

1999 saw the market launch of Schöpp-Sportboden’s

‘Slide’ generation, a completely new type of product and

the first tennis court carpet with a loop structure. The re-

volutionary advantage of this generation of products com-

pared with the structured velour carpets known so far /

then available was that its more pronounced structure was

better able to retain the larger quantity of granule infill that

is required when playing in shoes with a deeper sole tread. 

At the same time, in combination with our dust-free, odour-

less Perfect Glide extrusion granule infill, this clean gra-

nule-filled carpet offers big advantages compared with less

convenient and very dusty needle-punch carpets filled with

conventional rubber granules. 

The pronounced carpet structure guarantees control-

led sliding when playing in tennis shoes with profiled

soles.

In 2010, we further improved our structured loop granule

infill carpet. The new fishbone pattern Winner is characte-

rised by a particularly coarse structure with a longer-lasting

and more even distribution of the granule infill, and with a

ball bounce that is similar to a clay court. With a yarn weight

of 1000g/qm and 256,000 stitches/qm that is now tried and

trusted on around 1000 Slide and Winner courts, the

Schöpp®-Winner offers an outstanding tufted carpet con-

struction.

SCHÖPP®- Winner Comfort

With its good slide and turn properties, the SCHÖPP®-

Winner is a pleasure to play on without fear of twisting an

ankle, and combined with an elastic polymer backing it is

gentle on the joints.

SCHÖPP®- Winner Standard

In this more active version with the classic woven backing,

the Winner Standard’s specific functional properties and

its favourable price are both equally very convincing argu-

ments.

Standard
Woven

Comfort
Elastic non-woven

SCHÖPP®-Winner 



Possible combinations

91 Silver grey 43 Mid blue

Surroundings Court Surroundings Court

91 Silver grey 31 Dark blue

91 Silver grey 39 Dark turquoise

91 Silver grey 38 Dark mint

30 Light blue 31 Dark blue

60 Elm 61 Fir

53 Light grass 54 Dark grass

57 Light green 58 Dark green

53 Light grass 43 Mid blue

36 Light turquoise 43 Mid blue

33 Sky blue 44 Sapphire blue

36 Light turquoise 39 Dark turquoise

37 Light mint 38 Dark mint

53 Light grass 15 Salmon

60 Elm 14 Tennis

15 Salmon 14 Tennis

60 Elm 20 Lilac 65 Atlantis 33 Sky blue



Combination possibilities in application

Other colour combinations and special colours are avai-

lable on request.

Grey

54 Dark green I 14 Tennis

60 Elm I 20 Lilac

33 Sky blue I 20 Lilac 

30 Light blue I 31 Dark blue

37 Light mint I 38 Dark mint

Silver grey

Mid blue

Dark blue

Light blue

Sky blue

Atlantis

Dark turquoise

Light turquoise

Dark mint

Light mint

Fir

Elm

Dark grass

Light grass

Salmon

Tennis

Sapphire blue

Dark green

Light green

Colour examples given are similar to the original colours.

Lilac

90

91

43

31

30

33

65

20

39

36

38

37

58

57

61

60

54

53

15

14

44



Tennis hall accessories

Ball-stop curtains, matching in colour, can help make even old tennis halls appear new and fresh

Since 1999, we have been making perimeter ball stop curtains

in-house that perfectly match the colours scheme of the two-

colour tennis court carpet, helping to make even old tennis

halls appear new and fresh. The perimeter curtains are custom

made in-house from high quality polyester material (fire clas-

sification B1). They are suspended on steel cables using ca-

rabiner clips. Besides their functionality and pleasant

appearance, they also offer acoustic and insulation benefits.

On request, it is also possible to provide awnings without pleat

addition.

Accessories and care

As part of your tennis court renovation, in addition to matching ball-stop cur-

tains, we would be happy to supply other tennis accessories, such as divi-

der netting, tennis nets and netting equipment, benches, umpire chairs,

protective cover carpets and maintenance equipment. Regular maintenance

and care – along with proper use – is essential for guaranteeing your new

tennis carpet’s full service life span.

Tennis granule Perfect Glide - the revolutionary development in granule production

The tennis court granules Perfect Glide are not ground from a rubber block like conventional rubber granules, but are

spun through an extruding machine into 1mm filaments and then cut into predefined lengths. This method allows the

production of dust free extrusion granule in an optimized lentil shape.

The beneficial properties of our Perfect Glide granules speak for themselves: 

• dust-free and odourless

• excellent sliding properties using only small quantities of granules

• no dust on clothes or in changing rooms or social areas

• low maintenance



Schöpp-Sportboden GmbH – a part of  the Schöpp Group

In 1967, the Ralph Schöpp KG was the first carpet manufactu-

rer to produce a textile tennis court surface – a needle-felt car-

pet. Since then, over 5,000 tennis courts with Schöpp carpets

have been installed right across Europe.

Ralph Schöpp junior, managing director of Schöpp-Sportboden

GmbH, which was founded in 1994, is a textile engineer and has

been responsible for the production and sales of the tennis court

carpets for over 25 years.

In 1996, Schöpp-Sportboden GmbH expanded with the addition of a marketing company based in Switzerland, which is

managed by Micaela Fischer-Schöpp und Eric Andreas Fischer. In 1997, tufting production was added to the site in Rem-

scheid. At the same time, Michael Schöpp joined the family-run business.

The product range was substantially expanded in 2001 with the addition of a production line for artificial turf. At the same

time, an extruder machine for the in-house production of the Perfect Glide granules was installed at the site. In 2011, a

polymer coating machine became operational and brought about numerous improvements and innovations for our range

of tennis court carpets. It also created new areas of business for the company, which began offering recyclable flooring

products with a fill-free polymer coating under the company name Schöpp-Polymer-Carpet GmbH – sustainable and en-

vironmentally friendly.

Our product range is rounded off with tennis hall equipment and accessories, such as ball-stop curtains, which are also

tailor-made in-house for each project. 

Along with our many years of experience, our company group is characterised by flexibility, a commitment to high quality

standards, and innovative product development.

In contrast with other manufacturers of tennis court carpets, we are a one-stop shop, selling directly to the tennis hall

owners and offering a FULL RANGE OF SERVICES. However, Schöpp-Sportboden GmbH is not only your competent

partner for tennis court carpets but also for all types of flooring in a multi-functional sports facility.

- Tennis court carpets with and without granule infill

- Odourless and dust-free micro-granules ‘Perfect Glide’

- Removable – our tennis carpets can be completely removed

- PVC, linoleum and parquet flooring for badminton, aerobics etc.

- Mobile badminton courts incl. netting equipment

- Sports flooring systems with elastic surfaces and point elasticity

- Artificial turf for tennis and agility sports

- Accessories (e.g. nets, divider netting, ball-stop curtains, 

vacuum cleaners etc.)



SCHÖPP-SPORTBODEN GmbH

Am Weidenbroich 3

42897 Remscheid

Germany

Tel.: +49 (0) 21 91 / 99 75 50

Fax: +49 (0) 21 91 / 99 75 52

Email: info@schoepp-sportboden.de 

www.schoepp-sportboden.de

Marketing company Switzerland

Moosstraße 48

CH - 8630 Rüti

Switzerland

Tel.: +41 (0) 55 / 2405884

Fax: +41 (0) 55 / 2402480

Email: info@schoepp-sportboden.ch 

www.schoepp-sportboden.ch


